
star trek
episode 8:  all that glitters

 "What was once known becomes unknown.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
2269.40:  Beta Geminorum System, Genesis Expanse, Captain’s Log

[RoleplayWe are surveying the fourth planet of seven in the, or rather, what is now 
the new Beta Geminorum system.  For the ease of record-keeping and reference, 
re-discovered planets are retaining original names and, if possible, territorial 
classifications.  This would be Pollux IV.
 The Genesis Event worked wonders here.  The system, as seems to be 
the norm within the Expanse, has been fundamentally altered.  Prior to the Event, 
Beta Geminorum contained five life-bearing worlds, now there is only one.  As our 
scans are showing, however, it is quite fertile.
[Roleplaying.]
 Sensor readings of the fourth planet show a world ready for coloniza-
tion, rich with minerals, and teeming with abundant life.  The only anomoly 
registers as a brief reading of dikironium during one of the scans, but follow-up 
readings show nothing of the sort.  Captain Tigan orders a full diagnostic of the 
sensors to ensure they are operating at full efficiency.  Following that, an Away 
Team is sent planetside for a hands-on survey.
 The planet is humid and warm, almost marsh-like with its ample water 
and archipelagos.  The surveying team finds the atmosphere Earth-like, although 
perhaps a bit heavy with moisture.  Flora is deemed innocuous, although fantas-
tic:  trees tower sixty to seventy feet tall with little to no foliage below the twenty-
foot line.  At ground-level, tough, resilient yellow and green ferns conceal rich, 
fertile, almost black, soil.  The predominant fauna are incredibly long-legged, 
brown leathery-skinned, giraffe-like creatures with elephant-like trunks.  Between 
the length of their legs and neck and stretch of their trunk, they are able to freely 
graze on the broad, fan-like leaves that occupy the lowest level of the rainforest.  
Birds, of a sort, flit among the upper canopy.  They are brightly colored avians, 
similar to humming birds, except larger (about the size of a hawk).  The call of 
these birds frequently joins the trumpeting of the herbavores, resulting in a 
natural concert.
 The most abundant predator is a green, reptillian cat-like creature, nearly 
three meters long, with six legs, long, sharp claws (perfect for climbing), a snout 
full of wicked teeth, and yellow, tiger-like stripes that help provide natural camou-
flage among the ground-based ferns.  They hunt the herbavores and avians alike, 
and will attempt to hunt an Away Team member or two if given half a chance.
 Other than the predators, and the possibility of several poisonous 
plants, the world can support life with zero terraforming.  Overjoyed, Captain 
Tigan contacts Starfleet, who, eager to move in, informs her that the colonization 
fleet Appleseed will be ready to launch within three days and requests Antares 
rendezvous with it at Valakis, merely two days from Pollux at WF 7.
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Chapter Two: And on the Seventh Day
[Roleplaying and action.  Scene Aspects:  COLONIAL CONVOY]
 Antares rendezvous with the eight Federation starships and prepares for 
a week-long flight back to Pollux IV, traveling at WF 4.  The journey will be long 
and uneventful for the first five days, then the convoy will come under attack by 
Orion pirates.
 Four Orion Marauder-class Destroyers approach the convoy and attack 
with torpedoes while at warp.  One of the transports takes a hit and has to drop 
from warp, forcing Antares to confront the Orion pirates directly.  
 The conflict should be resolved in relatively short order.  Antares will be 
contacted by Pirate Queen Jemaxa who will demand Starfleet’s immediate 
surrender.  Captain Tigan will, literally, chuckle at the demand and order Tactical 
to target the Orion’s engines and weapon systems, to leave them crippled, while 
the Ocean-class Transport repairs and the convoy re-enters warp (which should 
take approximately five to ten minutes).
 Following the pirate attack, the trip to Pollux will be an easy one.  Once 
again, upon entering the system, sensors pick up an anomalous dikironium 
reading that just as suddenly vanishes and is not found again.  Tigan is bothered 
by this, but Starfleet and colonial governor Carolyn Palamas are too eager and 
cannot just wait in orbit for Antares to get their sensors functioning properly.
 Captain Tigan has Security take a squad down to the planet to help the 
colonists immediately set up their perimeter force fields while the prefabs and 
containers are put in place.  Aside from seeing several of the herbavore grazers 
and a single reptile-cat predator, things go smoothly.
 Antares stays in orbit for a week while the colonists set up Gemini 
colony.  Four days into their set-up, the Federation colony and transport ships 
depart, no longer needed for the colony, but essential to Starfleet‘s mission to re-
settle the Expanse.  On their last night there, Gemini colony throws a rather large 
party celebrating Antares’ find and honoring the first Federation colony within the 
Genesis Expanse.  Governor Palamas even declares the colony’s first school to be 
named the Antares’ Center of Natural Studies.
 The next day, Antares departs for Tellun, a five-day journey.  Two days 
into the trip, however, an emergency communication is received from Gemini 
colony:  they are under attack!  Orions attacked the colony soon after Antares left, 
and Governor Palamas pleads for assistance.  Captain Tigan, of course, immedi-
ately turns Antares around and orders pushing the ship to emergency speed, WF 
10.  The trip will take a mere six hours at that speed, but Engineering will have to 
perform extensive engine maintenance upon arrival, which will leave the ship 
deprived of it’s ample power (compellable Aspect:  LOW ON POWER (P).
 Upon arrival, they see one Orion Marauder adrift in a slwoly decaying 
orbit, but devoid of lifesigns.  No other ships are in the area.  Lifesigns at the 
colony down by 512 to 3,488.  About four dozen Orion lifesigns are detected 
planetside.  Captain Tigan attempts to contact Governor Palamas, but to no avail, 
so she orders Tactical to assemble an Away Team and lead a planetside mission.  
Simultaneously, Tigan wants Engineering to put together an Away Team and head 
to the derelict Marauder.
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Chapter Three:  The Fog
[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspects: DERELICT SHIP AND PANICKED ORIONS]
 The Orion Destroyer has 107 casualties strewn amongst its various 
decks.  A medical examination indicates that all of their red blood cells have been 
syphoned from their bodies without so much as a nick.  There are a very few signs 
of a minor struggle, several walls show energy scoring from disruptor fire, but 
there are no corpses near the scorch marks.
 While an archaic vessel, particularly in comparison to Antares, it is 
otherwise in functioning order.  Soong can easily repair the vessel’s orbit.  Mean-
while, as he works, Soong smells a sickly-sweet scent of rotting honey, and it gets 
more pungent as one of his Away Team members (out of sight) is attacked and 
lets out a short scream.  When Soong moves to investigate, the fellow officer, 
Ensign Garrovick, denies ever having made a noise and no one else was close 
enough to have heard it.  
 Planetside, the colony has fallen under harsh attack; disruptor and 
explosive trauma mar many buildings.  There are several hundred dead, still lying 
on the newly created paths.  Some, but far from all, show signs of conflict 
(disruptor injuries, grievous knife wounds, etc), while many show no wound 
whatsoever.  A medical examination of those shows a lack of red blood cells.
 While investigating the colony, the Away Team comes under attack by 
panicked Orions when the team discovers them environmentally sealed in one of 
the colony’s labs.  The Orions are not, however, orderly or organized; they are in 
a state of absolute panic and can easily be defeated due to their disorganization.  
After their capture/defeat, the Away Team finds Governor Palamas, who is in a 
state of wide-eyed shock.
 At about this time, Tigan orders all Away Teams to return, as three Orion 
Marauders are detected, in-bound, and due in moments.  When the Away Team 
from the Orion ship returns, internal sensors in the transporter room detect 
dikironium.  Before anything can be truly investigated, however, the three 
Marauders arrive.  Pirate Queen Jemaxa contacts the ship and demanding they 
remove whatever “Starfleet sorcery” they have inflicted upon her crew, that the 
Ol’onai (the derelict ship) was lost to some horrific, “freak of science.”
 As Tigan argues this with the Orion pirate, Governor Palamas recovers 
in sickbay and relates the tale of the Orions attacking and, in mid-attack, the 
arrival of a strange, sweet-smelling cloud that, when it settled over people, it killed 
them.  At that moment, Garrovick falls over dead and a glistening, whitish fog 
pours out of him and attacks several crew members.  The smell of rotting honey 
fills the air as the crew members scream in surprise and pain.  Within moments, 
they fall to the deckplating, dead.
 The crew then will have to deal with the dikironium cloud creature while 
simultaneously holding off the Orion pirates.  The cloud creature is uncontrolla-
bly attracted to blood, is immune to phasers, “flies” via gravity manipulation, but 
requires oxygen.  Strong radiation or vacuum would “kill” it.  Anyone enveloped 
by the creature suffers a consequence per exchange.  Successful resolution 
means defeating the creature and running the Orions off, then the colony is safe.
[Accolade:  All That Glitters]
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Star Trek

pollux iv

Planetary Classification:  M Satelites:  1
Gravity:  1.0 G   Climate:  Standard Atmosphere
Population:  None  Resources:  Natural Flora and Minerals
 Pollux IV is the only planet, out of seven, in the Beta Geminorum system 
capable of sustaining life.  Pollux IV is 90% water; it sports a temperate, moist 
climate amongst four archipelago island chain land masses.
 Due to the humidity and temperature, fierce typhoons frequent the 
oceans but rarely make landfall.  With so many elements contributing to the 
planet’s biosphere, Pollux IV teems with life.  Numerous forms of flora and fauna 
populate the island chains, likely keeping biologists and botanists busy for years.
 Of the four archipelagos, only one is large and stable enough to support 
extended colonization, upon which the Gemini colony will be built.  To establish 
this colony, the Federation sends four Eden-class Colony ships and accompany-
ing Ocean-class Transports, complete with four thousand colonists and their 
required, prefabricated facilities.
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Star Trek

Ocean-Class Transport

Date Commissioned:  2158  
 The Ocean-class Transport is a marvel of passenger and cargo trans-
portation.  The massive, cigar-shaped body is designed to be a “palace 
among the stars”, able to deliver nearly any luxury its passengers may desire.  
Fourteen decks accomodate the passengers with restaurants, shops, 
lounges, pools, dance clubs, recreational sports rooms, and the like.  With a 
few minor changes to its modular layout, and the Ocean Transport can haul 
tremendous cargo.

planetary shield generators, atmospheric processors, and the like.  Without 
large cargo, the Ocean-class can carry up to 5,767 standard cargo containers.

Sample Ships in Service

Name   Registry Notes
USS Atlantic  NCC-T54 Assigned to Vulcan sector.
USS Pacific  NCC-T79 Assigned to Mempa sector.
USS Tranquility  NCC-T91 Assigned to Risa.

 The main cargo 
hold has a maximum capac-
ity of 111,000 cubic meters, 
allowing it to fit nearly 
anything that can fit through 
its 28 meter loading hatches.  
This enables the Ocean-class 
Transport to haul large items 
most other vessels simply 
could not manage:  prefabri-
cated space station compo-
nents, earth moving equip-
ment, fusion and M/ARC 
reactors, chemical factories, Ocean-class bridge
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Ocean-Class Transport

Starship Data
Decks:  14

Length:  245.5m Height:  97.2m Beam:  65m

Crew:  85  Passengers:  265

Drives:   PB-4 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 3 cruising/4 maximum/5 emergency)
 SBC Impulse Drive (.5c maximum)
Defenses:  Class 1 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 1x Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 1 Operations System with Extended Life Support, Starfleet Database  
  Access, and Personnel Transporter Pads
  Cargo Bay
  Launch Bay (8x Type F UFP Shuttlecraft)

Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3  

Aspects: COMFORTABLE PASSENGER TRANSPORT PALACE OF THE STARS MASSIVE STORAGE

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  1  Structure:  3 Sensors:  2
LUXURIOUS   POOR TURN RATE  BLOATED DESIGN 
ACCOMODATIONS

Speed:  2  Systems:  1  Weapons:  0
     
Advantages:  Computer Library I (+1), Deflector Shields, Escape Pods, Launch Bay, Medical Bay 
(Sickbay) I (+1), Tractor Beam (Strength 5), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnn  
Struct.:   nnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 
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Orion Marauder-Class Destroyer

Date Commissioned:  2062  
 Orions are one of the oldest star-faring species in the galaxy, and 
many of their starships are centuries old in design, as well.  The Marauder-
class Destroyer has served the Orions well for over two centuries.  It played 
pivotal roles in nearly every major engagement for the first century and a half 
of its existence.  Outdated by today’s standards, most notably the lack of 
deflector shields, the Marauder still boasts potent weaponry and modest 
armor.

Sample Ships at Large

Name   Registry Notes
OSS D’shana  SSC-1079 Last seen near Hromi Cluster.
OSS Narshan  SSC-1211 Last seen near Risa.
OSS B’tean  SSC-1256 Last seen near Nausicaa.
OSS Vina   SSC-1342 Last seen near Andoria.

Marauder-class bridge

 Equipped with four, 
forward-firing disruptor cannons and 
a single torpedo tube, the Marauder 
still packs a punch.  The fact that it 
can carry one hundred troops is what 
makes it so appealing as a pirate 
vessel.  With the state of the Orion-
run black market as it is, the 
Marauder fulfills it’s currently allotted 
role well.
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Orion Marauder-Class Destroyer

Starship Data
Decks:  11

Length:  186.2m Height:  43.2m Beam:  118m

Crew:  115 Passengers:  100

Drives:   OIP-2 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 3 cruising/4 maximum/5 emergency)
 OIU Impulse Drive (.75c maximum)
Defenses:  Polarized Hull
Weapon Systems: 4x Light Disruptor Cannons (fore)
  1x FST Mark III Spatial Torpedo Launcher (fore)
Features:   Class 1 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Transporter Pads
  Cargo Bay

Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3  

Aspects: ORION PIRATE SHIP DANGEROUS DESTROYER  ARCHAIC SYSTEMS

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  2  Structure:  3 Sensors:  2
OVERCONFIDENT    STURDY HULL 
BRIGANDS

Speed:  2  Systems:  1  Weapons:  3
     NARROW FIRING ARC

Advantages:  Escape Pods, Light Disruptor Cannons (WR +5; -2 accuracy), Polarized Hull (+2 vs 
Energy), Reinforced Structure, Torpedo Launcher (WR+4), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Struct.:   nnnnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 



ORION PIRATE  THE REAL SLAVES  CRUEL AND HEARTLESS  

Agility:  2 Endurance:  2 Perception:  2 Strength:  2
DIRTY FIGHTER DURABLE   CYBERNETIC 
      AUGMENTATIONS

Craft:  2 Knowledge:  1 Reasoning:  1 Willpower:  2
Deception:  1 Empathy:  1 Persuasion:  1 Resources:  2
    MERCANTILE

Radiation Resistant (+2 End. rolls to resist UV radiation)
Tough (+2 Physical stress boxes)

Knife (Lethal; WR +1; Rng:  Melee or thrown 1 zone; SMALL (P))
Disruptor Pistol (Stun/Lethal; WR +4; Rng: 2 zones; DISINTEGRATION,  
 THERMAL)
or 
Assault Disruptor (Stun/Lethal; Autofire; WR +4; Rng: 2 zones;  
 DISINTEGRATION, THERMAL)

Physical  nnnnnn
Composure  nnn
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orion pirate
 Brutish, physically potent, and utterly 
subservient to their female pirate princess, Orion 
pirates a scourge on the galaxy.  They follow 
orders without question, enslaving and plunder-
ing for resale on their black market.  Personal 
freedoms and the emotions of others are 
irrelevant to the heartless and cruel Orion pirate.  
Many possess highly illegal cybernetic augmenta-
tion implants, making them stronger and more 
durable.  Those same implants also make them 
more susceptible to creative means of attack.


